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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

The state of the software industry today

  The global markets experienced a period of instability in the second quarter of 2022, causing the share prices of leading software 
companies to take a big hit. While the software industry's website traffic has been turbulent, looking at the numbers, Similarweb can spot 
a silver lining. 

While worldwide traffic to the software industry (based on Nasdaq’s top 95 software companies) in Q2 2022 decreased by over 1.06 
billion visits year-over-year (YoY), 41% of the companies on our list grew their website traffic month-over-month in June 2022. Visit 
duration and page visits also increased, indicating a higher quality of visits and more focused buyers.

The most significant traffic declines were companies dependent on remote work, such as zoom.us, which suffered a YoY decrease in 
traffic of almost 45%. If we exclude zoom.us from our list, we see worldwide traffic to the software industry has increased 16% since 
pre-pandemic times. 

With a more focused buying market, it’s time to find your niche and capture a specific market share by tailoring your offer and marketing 
strategy. Traffic numbers show that paid search ads in this industry can still garner high-quality visits. Out of our company list, adobe.com 
invested the most in paid search traffic in June 2022, gaining 27.4% of the market. Wix.com attained 14.27% market share, and 
dropbox.com won 9.31%. 

So while the market seems volatile for the software industry at this time, website traffic shows an increased interest in software websites 
and an opportunity to grow into new markets. And paid searches indicate that more software providers are looking to capitalize and 
capture a larger market share.

https://infogram.com/top-95-nasdaq-software-companies-1h7g6k0oqngj02o?live
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BENCHMARKS

Benchmarks for the software industry

During the pandemic, there was a global rise in demand for remote working 
solutions, and many software companies seized the opportunity to make their 
mark on the industry. Now employees have returned to the office, prompting an 
overall decline in the industry. But a closer look at traffic numbers tells us a 
different story.

Year-over-year (YoY), the industry has seen a significant decline, dropping 
almost 30% in total visits from Q2 of last year. Traffic has decreased from 
12.01 billion visits in Q2 of 2021 to 8.44 billion visits for Q2 of 2022.

But if we exclude zoom.us and it’s 43% market share, we see a different picture 
entirely. The software industry only experienced a 7% traffic decline YoY. And 
considering it had a traffic increase of 23% during COVID-19, it’s actually 
gained 16% traffic since pre-pandemic times. Today’s traffic is also higher 
quality, with longer visit durations and more page visits.

Over 41% of our software companies saw a month-over-month increase in 
traffic in June 2022. Two stand-out companies were changehealthcare.com 
and consensus.com, with a traffic uptake of over 54%. 

Do you want to find insights to mirror the success of the companies that 
stand out in this dynamic marketplace?

YoY Growth QoQ Growth

Weekly Traffic for the Software Industry, 
Worldwide, July 2020 - June 2022

Total Visits Total Visits

https://www.similarweb.com/website/zoom.us/
https://www.similarweb.com/website/changehealthcare.com/
https://www.similarweb.com/website/consensus.comt/
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Total traffic
benchmarks
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Marketing Channels: Top 95 Software Websites
Worldwide, Desktop Only, April - June 2022

Top 5 Software companies by traffic, June 2022
Worldwide vs. USA traffic

BENCHMARKING MARKETING CHANNELS

Total traffic benchmarks

For worldwide traffic in June 2022, the top five software sites were:

● Zoom.us 
● Adobe.com
● Dropbox.com
● Okta.com
● Intuit.com 

During Q2 of 2022, direct traffic (63.04%) was the primary source of worldwide 
traffic to software websites, followed by organic search (17.21%). Traffic 
coming from referrals was high compared to other industries, at 11.33%.

Zoom.us was the kingpin when it comes to USA traffic for June 2022, however, 
okta.com jumped into second place, followed by intuit.com, and adobe.com, 
while dropbox.com came in fifth.

Despite its traffic decline, zoom.us, still pulled in a colossal 1.16 billion monthly 
visits in June 2022 (more than five times its nearest software industry cohort, 
adobe.com). Zoom.us outperforms the industry benchmark for direct traffic, 
indicating a loyal audience.

Zoom.us does, however, fall below the average in all other marketing channels, 
creating an opportunity for its competitors to win back traffic share, 
especially from referrals and organic search.

https://www.similarweb.com/website/zoom.us/
https://www.similarweb.com/website/adobe.com/
https://www.similarweb.com/website/dropbox.com/
https://www.similarweb.com/website/okta.com/
https://www.similarweb.com/website/intuit.com/
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BENCHMARKS: TOP 10

Top 10 software websites of 2022

In June 2022, zoom.us continued to dominate the market and ranked 
number one for both global and USA traffic share, with an incredible 43.1% 
and 28.5% of the markets, respectively. The rest of the sites in our top 10 list 
battled it out in the hopes of reaching or maintaining their spot.
 
In particular, shopify.com and wix.com, which came in at ninth and tenth 
places respectively in the global market, were knocked out of the top 10 in 
the USA market. In the USA, ziprecruiter.com and docusign.com made it to 
the list instead, coming in at sixth and ninth places. 

In the USA, ziprecruiter.com and docusign.com jumped into the top 10, in 
sixth and ninth places. 

Shopify.com and wix.com are ecommerce and website building programs. 
When a business or entrepreneur builds a website using their platforms, it 
exists on a free branded subdomain, such as hatchful.shopify.com. This 
powerful tactic drives traffic to their sites and increases brand awareness.

In the USA market, however, many smaller retailers often prefer to sell on 
amazon.com rather than creating their own websites, and this could be the 
reason why wix.com and shopify.com are not in the USA top 10. 

Get the full list

Top 10 Software Companies, by Monthly Visits
Worldwide, Apr 2022- June 2022

Top 10 Software Companies, by Monthly Visits
USA, Apr 2022- June 2022

https://www.similarweb.com/website/shopify.com/
https://www.similarweb.com/website/wix.com/
https://www.similarweb.com/website/ziprecruiter.com
https://www.similarweb.com/website/docusign.com
https://infogram.com/1pnj6gr095j6jguz6d7p930gv6imeqrykwk?live
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BENCHMARKS: TOP 10

10 fastest growing software websites 

Knowing who the newcomers are is vital to growing and sustaining your 
market share. As new companies grow and develop, they will need new 
technologies and systems to support their growth. Therefore these newcomers 
might not just be competitors; they could also be prospects. Keep an eye on 
them and see how you can customize your offer to their needs.

If your product is similar to theirs, look into their product and marketing strategy 
to see what you can learn.

Looking at the graph, who is this exciting newcomer on the market with over 
5000% traffic growth?

The newcomer block.xyz is the website of Block Inc. formerly Square Inc. Since 
its launch in 2009, the company has added Cash App, TIDAL and TBD54566975 
as businesses, changing its name reflects this growth.

The next three on the list:

● Consensus.com, with 195% growth, is a cyber security and access 
management company.

● Channeladvisor.com, with 126% growth, is a digital marketing and 
media company.

● Changehealthcare.com, with 126% growth, provides healthcare 
solutions and technologies

https://www.similarweb.com/website/block.xyz/
https://squareup.com/us/en/press/square-changes-name-to-block
https://www.similarweb.com/website/Consensus.com
https://www.similarweb.com/website/Channeladvisor.com
https://www.similarweb.com/website/Changehealthcare.com
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Engagement Metrics, June 2022

Top 95 Software websites, worldwide traffic:

● Monthly visits - 2.68 billion (-28.3%)
● Average visit duration – 5 minutes 1 second (+3.4%)
● Average pages per visit –  4.83 (+9.0%)
● Average bounce rate – 41.75% (+5.8%)

Top 95 Software websites, USA traffic:

● Monthly visits – 977.3 million 
● Average visit duration – 5 minutes 30 seconds
● Average pages per visit – 5.48
● Average bounce rate – 36.56% 

Top 95 Software websites, UK traffic:

● Monthly visits – 93.85 million
● Average visit duration – 5 minutes 26 seconds
● Average pages per visit – 5.36
● Average bounce rate – 39.47%

Key engagement metrics

While worldwide monthly traffic saw a YoY decrease of over 1.06 billion 
visits in June 2022, the quality of the visits increased.
Average visit duration increased by 10 seconds, and average page visits 
also saw an uptake of 0.4 pages from the previous year. Only the bounce 
rate worsened slightly from 39.31% to 41.75% YoY. 

So while the sites had fewer visits, those in the market were higher 
intent buyers that stayed longer and visited more pages.

During the pandemic, there was an overall expansion in the software 
industry, and prospects visited many sites to get acquainted with the new 
offerings. The reduction in visits vs. boost in visit quality this year could 
indicate more knowledgeable buyers who visit the websites relevant to 
their needs.

If that is the case, this is an excellent opportunity  to hone in on your 
specific user persona, understand their needs, and target your product and 
marketing strategy toward that niche market. By spending accurately you 
could see an increase in traffic just as 41% of the market did.

BENCHMARKING ENGAGEMENT
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Mobile matters more

Understandably, desktop usage dominates in the software arena, as 
larger screens allow for more operations at work. The worldwide 
software industry average for June 2022 was 65% desktop traffic and 
35% mobile web traffic. In the USA and UK markets, the split is even 
more apparent, with 74.9% desktop vs. 25.1% mobile web in the USA, 
and 72.1% vs. 27.9% in the UK.

Zoom is the anomaly as it has an almost even distribution split, with 
52% of traffic coming from desktop. This could be because zoom.us 
has many features that work effortlessly on mobile web to create a 
positive user experience. 

This poses an interesting question. Seeing as zoom.us had such a 
large piece of the market, are other software companies losing out on 
traffic by having a less engaging mobile web experience?

BENCHMARKING DEVICE SPLIT Software Websites Device Split, Worldwide, June 2022:

Software Websites Device Split, USA, June 2022: 

Software Websites Device Split, UK, June 2022:

Pro tip
If your software website is intended for a specific country, refine your search of the 
top websites by region to see how you compare to competitors on a micro-level.
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Fastest-growing markets
In today's changing marketplace, trying to engage and capture a global market can 
seem as difficult as trying to boil the ocean. Now is an excellent time to hone in on 
a specific market and tailor your approach to their needs.

Creating an easy and exciting user experience based on particular regions and 
countries can increase your prospects.  If you tailor your offering with linguistic 
and cultural specifications and the distinct needs of your target market, you could 
catch the attention of new prospects.

Being selective is critical when it comes to prioritizing new markets. Here is a list of 
the top 10 fastest growing markets by monthly visits over the last two years. Using 
Similarweb data, you can understand audience behavior, average visit duration, 
page visits, bounce rates, and more, to measure the quality of the traffic in that 
region.

The bottom graph displays the changes of traffic over those years. Turkey’s 
software industry had an enormous spike in traffic in December of 2020. Further 
research into that market can expose insights into the top competitors in the field. 

For example, Azerion acquired Triodor, which has a software development center 
in Istanbul, in December 2020. The acquisition strengthened Azerion’s presence in 
Turkey, and could offer opportunities for new technologies.

BENCHMARKING MARKETS Top 10 Fastest-Growing Markets, by Monthly Visit Increase
Worldwide, July 2022- June 2022

Traffic to top 5  Fastest-Growing Markets, by Monthly Visit Increase
Worldwide, July 2022- June 2022

https://www2.deloitte.com/content/dam/Deloitte/tr/Documents/technology-media-telecommunications/Fast50-2020-Turkey-Report.pdf
https://www.azerion.com/azerion-acquires-triodor/
https://www.similarweb.com/website/azerion.com/
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Paid traffic
benchmarks
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Marketing Channels: Display Ads vs. Paid Search for software Industry
Worldwide, desktop only, August 2020 - July 2022

BENCHMARKING PAID TRAFFIC

Paid traffic benchmarks

Here, we can compare display and paid search ads.

Display ads had a massive spike beginning in October 2020, about six months 
after worldwide lockdowns began, and tapered off towards July 2021. This 
occurred at a time leading up to the wave of IPOs in 2021 when software 
companies chose to ride the surge as the world turned to online solutions. 

The overall growth of display advertising can be attributed to zoom.us as it has a 
43% market share, and its display spending is almost perfectly correlated with the 
market's curve. zoom.us focused its spending on display advertising to capture 
more traffic at a time when other software companies started competing over the 
market share.

During the pandemic, many employees worked from home and utilized more 
online solutions than ever before. When the population was in lockdown, billions 
turned to social media (YouTube alone had over 340 billion visits in that period) to 
stay connected with their family, community and coworkers. People convened 
more on platforms such as YouTube and Facebook, making social media a vibrant 
marketplace for advertising and a prime opportunity for software companies to 
reach new audiences.

Top 3 sites for software display ads: freepik.com, youtube.com and flaticon.com.

Marketing Channels: Display Ads vs. Paid Search for Zoom.us
Worldwide, desktop only, August 2020 - July 2022

https://en.globes.co.il/en/article-wave-of-ipos-creates-new-israeli-tech-tycoons-1001374449
https://www.similarweb.com/website/freepik.com
https://www.similarweb.com/website/youtube.com
https://www.similarweb.com/website/flaticon.com
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Changes in Paid Search Spend
Worldwide and USA, July 2022- June 2022A closer look at paid search

Diving specifically into paid search data over the last two years, both 
worldwide and USA markets followed similar spending patterns.

Following 2020’s rise in IPOs, there was an increase in paid search 
advertising spend in H121 – potentially to help prospects find out more 
about the newly public companies. In Q122, there was another spike in paid 
search spend; however, the second quarter of 2022 saw a drastic drop in 
spending. 

This drop is evidence of companies scaling back their marketing spend due 
to global market conditions. At a time of turmoil, however, reducing 
marketing efforts can create a more significant decline in business further 
down the line.

BENCHMARKING PAID SEARCH

Pro tip
With more informed spending, companies can use smaller budgets to 
target precise markets and garner a higher return on investment. 
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BENCHMARKING PAID SEARCH

Which companies are driving the most 
traffic from paid search?

In June 2022, adobe.com was the leader in paid search traffic, with 27.4% of 
the market share. Wix.com had 14.27% of the market share, and 
dropbox.com had 9.31%.
It is essential to understand the efficiency of our spending.

The impact of our paid search strategy depends on the keywords we select. 
More popular keywords will cost more and therefore bring in fewer leads per 
spending budget, while unpopular phrases might bring in no traffic at all. 
Often the best strategy is finding niche keywords that appeal to our target 
audience but aren't widely pursued. Consider local and temporal trends when 
choosing the right keywords for your offering.

If we measure success by calculating ad spend vs. visits:

●  Adobe.com paid $1.6 per visit on average
●  Wix.com paid $1.6 per visit on average
●  Dropbox.com paid $1.2 per visit on average

But how can we measure the quality of the traffic we're driving?

Top 5 Companies Driving the Most Traffic Through Paid Search 
Worldwide, July 2020 - June 2022 

Pro tip

When building a digital strategy, make sure to take seasonal events and 
temporal trends into account. These types of events can have a significant 
impact on traffic. 
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BENCHMARKING PAID SEARCH

Most effective paid search

Understandably, an audience is tougher to engage when driven to a page 
through a paid search ad, rather than more organic marketing channels. 

The previous page's numbers demonstrate that the top three companies had 
effective paid search campaigns. Their stats were higher than both the paid 
search and the marketing channels averages.

Adobe.com, for example, had a visit duration of 5 minutes and 49 seconds, 
enjoyed 7.15 page visits per visit, and had a low bounce rate of 26.01%. 
Therefore their $1.6 spend per click seems to have been an effective 
investment. But adobe.com still has plenty to learn from companies like 
intuit.com which had incredible results; visit duration of 11:58 minutes, 
12.55 pages per visit, and a low bounce rate of 23%. 

While on the other side of the scale, atlassian.com was unsuccessful in its 
campaign. They only drew in visit durations of 1:58 minutes, 2.91 page visits, 
and suffered a high bounce rate of 60.23%, indicating that they need to 
research their target audience further.

Paid search ads can be an effective form of marketing, but it is essential to 
understand your market, in order to get the best results. You can use 
Similarweb to compare your strategy to your competitors’, and determine 
which approach work best for your target market.. 

Search Ad Examples, Adobe.com and Intuit.com 
June 2022
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Start 
benchmarking
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Why does benchmarking matter?

Benchmarking keeps your finger on the pulse of internal and external threats 
and undiscovered opportunities. 

Spotting trends in your industry 

Adapting to market shifts before everyone else gives you a competitive edge. 
Benchmarking helps you spot traffic and engagement changes early so that 
you can adapt and react immediately.   

Gauging your growth potential

Getting a picture of where you stand vs.competition and industry standards 
gives you insights into your market, to uncover growth potential and how to 
tap into it.

Optimizing your sales potential

Find your prospects’ pain point by comparing them to their competitors, and 
advise them about opportunities to create a consultative relationship.

BENCHMARKING IMPORTANCE 
Track the competition

Pro tip
If your competitors are seeing growth from a specific demographic or 
geographic group you should consider targeting that market segment.

See how batch.com uses our data to streamline its sales process.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=INgeJUCuyfg
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4 steps to effective benchmarking 

As companies prioritize stability over hyper-growth, a race to profitability 
begins. The software industry constantly evolves to offer new solutions and 
innovations for the marketplace's needs. 

Effective benchmarking can be done in just four steps:

1. Define KPIs that support your business goals.

2. Outline the metrics that support your KPIs.

3. Determine the competition based on KPIs.

4. Track and monitor performance over time. 

It’s not the time to spread yourself thinly, chasing a global market. It’s time to 
find your niche and capture a specific market share. 

Depending on your KPIs, you can use Similarweb tools to benchmark against 
your direct competition, the best-in-class, or the entire industry. 

Gain an industry overview  
HOW TO BENCHMARK
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Similarweb provides you with the most relevant, high 
quality data for deep market traffic and competitive 
analysis, ultimately ensuring apples-to-apples 
competitive benchmarking capabilities.

Watch this short video to learn more → 

Similarweb’s competitive 
benchmarking tools

The validity of your benchmarking depends on the 
quality and accuracy of your data.

SIMILARWEB BENCHMARKING TOOLS

https://insights.similarweb.com/3maTlDy
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=US6E9AQifa4
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Helpful resources to get started 

The Researcher's 
Blueprint Digital 
Maturity

SWOT Analysis 
Template

Competitive Analysis: How does a 
competitor succeed, and why?

Customer Tracking: Know your potential 
customer’s interests, behaviour, 

preferences

B2B Lead Generation Strategy: 9 ways 
to upgrade your 2022 approach

Audience Behavior: Characterize and 
segment audiences for effective 

targeting

Market Overview: Uncover relevant 
industry statistics and business 

conditions

Why Contacts Plus Context Is the 
Killer Combo for 2022

https://support.similarweb.com/hc/en-us/articles/360001253797-Website-Demographic-Data
https://support.similarweb.com/hc/en-us/articles/360005495097-Website-Segments-Analysis
https://www.similarweb.com/corp/blog/sales/b2b-sales/why-contacts-plus-context-is-the-killer-combo-for-2022/
https://www.similarweb.com/corp/blog/marketing/marketing-strategy/competitive-analysis-report/
https://go.similarweb.com/l/597341/2021-08-04/f6sbr7
https://go.similarweb.com/l/597341/2021-08-04/f6sbr7
https://go.similarweb.com/l/597341/2021-08-04/f6sbr7
https://go.similarweb.com/l/597341/2021-04-20/cy1j3q
https://go.similarweb.com/l/597341/2021-04-20/cy1j3q
https://support.similarweb.com/hc/en-us/articles/360001811838-Funnel-Analysis
https://www.similarweb.com/corp/blog/sales/b2b-sales/b2b-lead-generation-strategy/
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Ready to talk 
to a specialist? 

Schedule a call today

https://www.similarweb.com/corp/marketing/get-a-demo/?utm_medium=report&utm_source=pdf&utm_campaign=imm_b2b-software_saas-benchmarks_whitepaper_saas-benchmarks-july-2022_prospects_global_july_22
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Appendix
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● We have determined the software industry based on the 
95 biggest software companies by market capitalization 
on the Nasdaq (based on June 10, 2022 numbers).

● We’ve defined “software companies” as those with over 
65% of revenue attributed to recurring payments for 
cloud-based software.

● We excluded the top 5; Facebook, Amazon, Apple, Netflix 
and Google, as their numbers would shift  the general 
data, and we wanted to provide more granular insights on 
the overall industry.

● We used Similarweb Digital Research Intelligence, 
Similarweb Digital Marketing Intelligence, and Similarweb 
Sales Intelligence to pull insights.

METHODOLOGY AND TERMINOLOGY

Methodology Terminology

● Benchmarking
The practice of comparing your business performance 
and results to the industry average or the industry best.

● Competitive Analysis
Collecting and analyzing information about your 
competitive landscape, such as industry stats, business 
data, competitor performance, products and services.

● Market Research
Analyzing information about a geographical or 
demographic target audience, or a new product, allows a 
company to discover new industry trends and 
competitors, as well as collect feedback from consumers.

https://infogram.com/top-95-nasdaq-software-companies-1h7g6k0oqngj02o?live
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Competitive Analysis

The process of collecting and analyzing 
information about your competitive 
landscape, such as industry stats, business 
data, competitor performance, and details 
about competitive products and services.

        
 

Engagement metrics

You can use several metrics to measure a 
visitor’s engagement, like time on page and 
pages per visit. 

Device split

This metric shows the percentage of visitors 
using mobile vs. desktop devices.

Engaged PPC audience 

The effectiveness of your ads can be 
estimated by measuring the total page 
visits and visit durations from your ads 
against industry average.

Stickiness

Unique visitors / total visits. This metric 
evaluates your customer’s loyalty or the 
percent of days in a month users visit your 
site on average. 

Average visit duration

A session duration indicates how longer visitors 
are staying on your site, and therefore potentially 
how engaged they are. 

Average bounce rate 

Your bounce rate shows the percentage of 
visitors who enter a site and then leave after 
viewing one page.

METRICS TO GET BENCHMARKING RIGHT

Average pages per visit

A higher number means visitors are browsing 
through multiple pages on the site.
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Competitive Analysis

The process of collecting and analyzing 
information about your competitive 
landscape, such as industry stats, business 
data, competitor performance, and details 
about competitive products and services.

        
 

Direct

Visitors arrive directly on a website, without 
clicking on a link from another site. 

Referral

Visitors that arrive from other sites, without 
searching for you on Google.

Paid search 

Visitors search for a subject online, and an 
ad places the website at the top of the 
search page, so that visitors click it and go to 
the paying website.

Display ads

Visitors click on ads that pop up on websites 
they’re on and sent them to another site. 
These ads combine text, images, or videos, 
with a URL to the website. 
 

Social
Visitors to a website from social networks and 
social media platforms..

METRICS FOR TRAFFIC SOURCES 

Organic search

Visitors from unpaid search results, this relies 
heavily on search engine optimizations.

Email 

Visitors arrive at your website by clicking a link 
you've provided in an email.


